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Abstract Wind ramps are relatively large changes in wind speed over a pe-7
riod of a few hours and present a challenge for electric utility operations that8
must continuously balance electricity generation and load demand. Numerical9
weather-prediction models are limited in their ability to forecast wind ramps10
due to limitations in the boundary-layer parametrization scheme to repre-11
sent the effects of turbulence heat and momentum fluxes especially in a sta-12
ble boundary layer. Here, a widely-used parametrization scheme is evaluated,13
which depends on a set of constants (“closure parameters”) to define depen-14
dencies among turbulent variance terms of its closure model. For a selected set15
of wind-ramp cases, model forecasts are generated for which these closure pa-16
rameters are systematically varied. There is identified a marked sensitivity in17
forecast wind speeds with changes to closure-parameter values. These results18
provide justification for subsequent work that serves to re-evaluate and modify19
these closure parameters especially as appropriate for wind-ramp forecasts.20




Accurate forecasts of wind speed at turbine-hub height are crucial if wind25
power is to be a viable and dependable source of electric power. Wind speed,26
however, is highly variable, and large fluctuations over a relatively short pe-27
riod of time (wind ramps) can have a significant impact on utility operations.28
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Numerical weather-prediction (NWP) models are limited in their ability to29
forecast wind ramps due to limited representation of unresolved small-scale30
turbulent processes by the planetary boundary-layer (PBL) parametrization31
scheme. In the Mellor, Yamada, Nakanishi, and Niino (MYNN) 1.5-order clo-32
sure scheme (Mellor, 1973; Mellor and Yamada, 1974, 1982; Nakanishi, 2001;33
Nakanishi and Niino, 2004, hereafter referred to as M73, MY74, MY82, N01,34
and NN04 respectively), the relative influence of each energy term in the equa-35
tions that solve for turbulence fluxes is dictated by arbitrary and pre-defined36
weighting constants, or “closure parameters”. The focus here is the sensitiv-37
ity of mesoscale-model wind-ramp forecasts to systematic variations of the38
MYNN-scheme closure parameters, specifically for wind-ramp events in a sta-39
ble boundary layer (SBL). Specifically, we consider the MYNN level 3.0 scheme40
of the Weather Research Forecast (WRF) model (Skamarock et al, 2008). Evi-41
dence here of significant forecast sensitivity would provide a basis for modifying42
closure parameter values as a means of improving wind-ramp forecasts.43
Wind ramps are generally defined as a 50 % change in wind generation44
as compared to total-power capacity within a period of 4 h or less. Although45
a relatively strong change in wind speed can be caused by a frontal passage46
or by the gust front of a nearby storm, wind ramps are also associated with47
the onset of a nocturnal low-level jet (LLJ; Greaves et al, 2009; Deppe et al,48
2013).49
Because of the large change in wind power, the forecast of wind ramps is50
important to ascertain appropriate generation distribution when wind power51
represents a significant portion of energy production resources for an electric52
utility. A Mid-continent Independent System Operator (MISO) report (Navid53
et al, 2011) indicated a wind generation day-ahead forecast error in the MISO54
region of 8-10 % of wind generation capacity, which represents up to 30 % of55
actual wind generation. Another study, based on 15 months of commercially56
available day-ahead forecasts for a set of sites in the USA and the UK, reported57
an accuracy of 30-35 % in predicting wind ramp events (Greaves et al, 2009).58
For a wind farm site in Iowa, Deppe et al (2013) found that mesoscale-model59
simulations with a 30-h forecast horizon correctly predicted approximately60
only half of wind ramps within a margin of 6 h of actual occurrence.61
In addressing forecast-model inaccuracies of wind ramps and wind speed,62
several studies concur that a focus area of research should concentrate on63
PBL parametrization schemes (Schreck et al, 2008; Storm and Basu, 2010;64
Grisogono, 2010; Fernando and Weil, 2010; Hu et al, 2013; Deppe et al, 2013).65
These studies found that commonly-used PBL schemes do not represent well66
certain dynamics associated with wind ramps including the strength of the67
LLJ or the nocturnal cooling of the lower atmosphere.68
The fact that closure parameters in the current MYNN scheme are hard-69
coded constants that do not change regardless of environmental conditions70
raises the question whether WRF-model accuracy could be increased as clo-71
sure parameters are modified with respect to a given weather scenario. The72
purpose here is to investigate the viability of improving WRF-model wind-73
ramp forecasts by modifying the MYNN closure parameters. This is accom-74
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plished by documenting forecast sensitivity to systematic changes in the clo-75
sure parameter values that are set at the time of WRF-model initialization.76
The MYNN scheme has been chosen because it is a widely used option in the77
WRF model for both operational runs by the US National Weather Service78
(Benjamin et al, 2013) and within the research community. Also, changing the79
closure-parameter values in the MYNN code is straight-forward and represents80
an easy modification for potential improvement in wind-speed forecasts.81
The fundamental theory of the MYNN scheme is summarized in Sect. 2.82
Section 3 describes the methodology for setting up a series of sensitivity ex-83
periments using the WRF model by systematically varying closure-parameter84
values among a suite of select wind-ramp cases. Section 4 presents the results85
of these sensitivity experiments, with more in-depth analyses of specific cases86
given in Sect. 5. Section 6 provides a summary of results and implications for87
future work.88
2 Basic theory of the MYNN scheme89
The MYNN PBL parametrization scheme is based on the following conserva-90






















(UkΘ + ukθ) = α∇2Θ, (3)
for which Einstein summation notation has been adopted. Here Uj , Θ, and P94
are the mean values of wind speed, potential temperature, and respectively,95
while uj , θ, and p are fluctuations about their respective mean values. Expres-96
sions with an overbar represent Reynolds averaged values. Also, g represents97
the (vertical) gravity vector, f is the Coriolis parameter, and β the coefficient98
of thermal expansion (β = −(∂ρ/∂T )/ρ) while ν represents kinematic viscosity99
and α kinematic heat conductivity.100
The turbulent momentum and heat fluxes, uiuj , uiθ, and θ2, represent 10101
combinations of variables represent 10 combinations of variables, which are102














where Edistr, Edisp, and Ediff are energy distribution, dissipation, and dif-104













= Hdistr+Hdisp+Hdiff +Hbuoy. (5)
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Here Hdistr, Hdisp, and Hdiff denote energy distribution, dissipation, and107










= Tdisp + Tdiff , (6)
such that terms on the right-hand side (r.h.s.) represent energy dissipation110
and diffusion respectively.111
This system requires solving 10 differential equations that determine the112
evolution of the suite of turbulent momentum and heat fluxes including uw,113
vw, uv, uθ, vθ, wθ, the divergence of which influences the forecast of the mean114
flow (per the third term on the left-hand side (l.h.s.) of Eq. 2) .115
By invoking the boundary-layer approximation and neglecting time-tendency,116
diffusion, and Coriolis terms (consistent with the approach in M73, MY74, and117
MY82), this system of prognostic equations (Eqs. 4 and 5), is transformed into118
































































































+ gβθ2]− C3gβθ2 + wθ
∂w
∂z
(C4 − C5)). (15)
The full system of equations for the MYNN scheme consists also of two128
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where q2 = u2i such that TKE = 2q













Nomenclature for these equations follows that of Eqs. 1 through 2 above. Sq131
and Sθ are dimensionless forms of their respective diffusion terms. The mixing132
length, L, is diagnosed for the SBL according to the method described in N01133













The three terms on the r.h.s. account for environmental stability, vertical pro-135
file of TKE, and buoyancy effects.136
The set of equations above contains terms interdependent on turbulent137
heat and momentum fluxes as well as the vertical profile of the mean wind138
and mean potential temperature. Because a horizontally-homogeneous state is139
assumed for all mean variables, all horizontal gradients of the mean state are140
zero and thus only vertical gradients are maintained.141
The variables A1, A2, B1, B2, C1, C2, C3, and C5 in the above equations142
are the MYNN closure parameters mentioned earlier. They act as weighting143
functions and determine the relative importance of shear or buoyancy terms in144
the production of turbulent energy or terms related to energy dissipation and145
energy redistribution among the three orthogonal directions of the system.146
In WRF version 3.5.1, the closure-parameter values of the MYNN scheme147
are set as listed in the first row of Table 1. Their values have been determined148
in previous works using, for example, observational and large-eddy simula-149
tion (LES) turbulence data and by invoking certain physical constraints based150
on Monin-Obhukov theory that are applicable for the surface layer (MY82;151
NN04), but not necessarily for the full depth of the PBL. As is described152
in Sect. 3.2, however, closure-parameter values are systematically varied here153
without assuming any such physical dependencies or constraints. This is to154
reveal changes in WRF-model wind-speed forecasts as related to changes to155
each closure parameter independently.156
3 Methodology157
A systematic set of experiments is formulated to investigate model sensitivities158
to changes in closure parameter values. These closure-parameter values differ159
among the experiments, but remain constant throughout the forecast period160
of any one experiment. Discussed herein is the means for choosing a set of161
experiment cases from observations, the set-up of the mesoscale model, and162
the formulation of the suite of experiments.163
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(a) (b)
Fig. 1: Wind-speed [m s-1] and potential-temperature [K] observations for the Hamburg
case on 20 May 2012 for 50 m, 110 m, and 175 m.
3.1 Selection of wind ramp cases164
Wind ramp cases are identified using observations from a tall tower near Ham-165
burg, Germany operated by the Meteorological Institute of the University of166
Hamburg. Sonic anemometers at 50 m, 110 m, and 175 m heights above ground167
level (a.g.l.) provide the three-dimensional wind speed components in orthog-168
onal directions u, v, w with an accuracy of 0.1 m s-1 (Bruemmer et al, 2012).169
The data as provided are averaged temporally at 1-min resolution and consist170
of 3-years of data from 2010-2012. TKE is available as a derived quantity from171
turbulent variance data at the vertical levels mentioned above.172
Individual wind ramp events are identified by a change in wind speed173
greater than 3 m s-1 at 110 m height within 1 h or less. Because the focus174
here is the forecast of wind ramps in the context of a SBL and associated175
with the nocturnal LLJ, ramp events caused by other mechanisms such as176
frontal passage are excluded. Example observations for one case are given in177
Fig. 1. Five initial ramp cases are identified for the sensitivity experiments as178
described in the next section.179
3.2 Set-up of WRF-model experiments180
Wind-speed forecasts are generated using the WRF model, version 3.5.1. The181
Modern-era Retrospective Analysis for Research and Applications (MERRA)182
data files (Lucchesi, 2012) are used for model boundary and initial conditions183
and are obtained from the National Aeronautics and Space Administration184
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Fig. 2: Nested domains used for the WRF-model simulations.
(NASA) Global Modeling and Assimilation Office through the Goddard Earth185
Sciences Data and Information Services Center. All forecasts are initialized at186
1300 LT (local time = UTC + 1 hr) on the first day of the respective case187
and end at 1300 LT the following day (a 24-h forecast horizon). Two one-way188
nested grids are centred over Hamburg (Fig. 2) with horizontal grid spacings of189
12 km and 4 km respectively. Vertically, the domains use a stretched grid of 46190
sigma levels up to 100 hPa. At and below 250 m, the specific levels in the model191
include 7.8 m, 21.6 m, 37.2 m, 52.9 m, 68.6 m, 84.4 m, 104.1 m, 133.7 m, 177.2192
m, and 250.8 m [a.g.l.]. The MYNN level 3.0 scheme is used, which maintains193
a prognostic equation for temperature variance that is otherwise simplified194
to a diagnostic equation in the MYNN level 2.5 scheme. Both versions of195
the MYNN scheme are available in WRF model version 3.5.1 and use the196
same set of closure parameters. The Noah land-surface scheme (Chen and197
Dudhia, 2001), and the WRF single-moment 5-Class (WSM5) microphysics198
scheme (Hong et al, 2004) are used for all runs. The cumulus parametrization199
scheme of Kain-Fritsch (Kain, 2004) is used only for the 12-km grid. Shortwave200
radiation processes are represented by the Dudhia scheme (Dudhia, 1989) and201
longwave radiation by the rapid radiative transfer model (RRTM, Mlawer202
et al, 1997).203
For each of the wind-ramp cases, a suite of numerical forecasts are gener-204
ated by systematically varying each closure parameter to be 50 %, 75 %, and205
200 % of its original value (Table 1). For any one forecast, only one closure206
parameter is changed; all other parameters are set to their original MYNN207
value (the control). With each of eight closure parameters varied three times208
(C4 always remains 0) and including the original control forecast, the potential209
number of sensitivity experiments for one wind-ramp case is 25, and for the210
five cases, 125 experiments in all.211
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This range of closure-parameter values as in Table 1 is of the same order212
of the range of closure-constant values proposed by previous studies for the213
MYNN scheme (Table 2). Also listed are closure constants of the Mellor Ya-214
mada Janjic (MYJ) scheme (Janjic, 1990, 1994) that, like the MYNN scheme,215
is also a 1.5-order turbulence closure scheme based on the approach of M73,216
MY74, and MY82, but with a different formulation of the turbulent mixing217
length.218
Table 1: Suite of closure-parameter values used in the sensitivity experiments. Values are
systematically varied using 50 %, 75 %, and 200 % of the control value (first row).
Test A1 A2 B1 B2 C1 C2 C3 C4 C5
cntl 1.18 0.67 24.00 15.00 0.14 0.73 0.34 0.00 0.20
50 % 0.59 0.33 12.00 7.50 0.07 0.36 0.17 0.00 0.10
75 % 0.89 0.50 18.00 11.25 0.10 0.55 0.26 0.00 0.15
200 % 2.36 1.33 48.00 30.00 0.27 1.46 0.68 0.00 0.40
4 Results219
4.1 Varying A1220
For the first set of experiments, we vary A1 (first column, Table 1 ) while221
keeping all other closure parameters set to their respective original values222
(first row, Table 1). For the 4 September 2010 Hamburg case, different A1223
values result in significant differences in wind speed at 110 m height (Fig.224
3). In the experiments for which A1 is reduced to either 75 % or 50 % of225
its original value, there is evidence of an initial wind ramp after 1900 LT.226
In the control case, an initial wind ramp is much less pronounced. The A1227
forecast experiments predict wind ramps with different peak wind speeds and228
Table 2: MYNN closure parameters proposed by the authors in M73, MY82, and NN04
as well as the closure-parameter values hard-coded in the WRF model version 3.5.1 for both
the MYJ and MYNN schemes.
M73 MY82 NN04 WRF3.5 - MYJ WRF3.5 - MYNN
A1 0.78 0.92 1.18 0.66 1.18
A2 0.79 0.74 0.665 0.657 0.67
B1 15.0 16.6 24.0 11.88 24.0
B2 8.0 10.1 15.0 7.227 15.0
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(a) (b)
Fig. 3: WRF-model forecasts and observations of (a) wind speed and (b) potential tem-
perature at 110 m for the Hamburg 4 September 2010 case using the MYNN PBL scheme
with values of A1 varied by 50 %, 75 %, and 200 % of the control value (second column of
Table 1).
down ramps at different times. Only when A1 is half its control value are the229
wind-speed values close to observations.230
In reference to the potential temperature forecasts for these same experi-231
ments (Fig. 3b), all forecasts cool at the same rate starting around 1600 LT232
until 1900 LT, the time that coincides with ramp initiation at 110 m. There-233
after there is some difference in evolution of the boundary layer among the234
four forecasts. The forecast of the experiment that produces the strongest wind235
ramp (for which A1 is 50 % of its original value) ceases to cool after 1900 LT.236
When A1 is 75 % of its original value, potential temperature cools somewhat237
after 1900 LT, but less as compared to the control case and also produces a238
wind ramp stronger than the control.239
Physical causes for these results are related to the evolution of turbulent240
momentum and heat fluxes (mixing) as well as TKE in the boundary layer241
and are discussed in Sect. 5.1.242
To evaluate the effect of varying A1 across all five cases, we calculated243
for each experiment the mean absolute error (MAE) of forecast 110 m wind244
speeds as compared to observations (Table 3). Here MAE is averaged over245
a 6-h period centred at 1900 LT, which is generally the time of wind ramp246
initialization for the cases considered. We selected this 6-h time window to247
focus on forecast performance primarily during the development of the initial248
wind ramp (ramp up). In general, the forecasts among the four experiments249
for any one wind-ramp case are highly similar prior to the wind ramp, thus250
allowing for more direct interpretation of effects during the ramp up as caused251
by variations in the closure parameters. At the start of the ramp down in252
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the latter half of the forecast period, however,the environments among the253
experiments are already very different making it difficult to ascertain the cause254
for forecast differences as due either to initial conditions or to differences in255
closure parameter settings.256
To evaluate whether a change in A1 improves or degrades forecast accuracy,257
the percentage change in MAE by variation of A1 is given in Table 3 (the right258
hand number in each column). Setting A1 to 50 % of its original value results259
in a lower forecast MAE for 4 of the 5 cases as compared to the control run,260
and three of these cases exhibit a MAE that is reduced by more than 29 %. All261
of the cases have a reduction in forecast MAE when A1 is reduced to 75 % of262
the control value, from an error 11 % to 64 % lower than the control forecast.263
Doubling A1 has an opposite effect, such that the forecast MAE increases264
from 21 % to 47 % higher across the five wind-ramp cases as compared to265
their respective control forecasts.266
Table 3: Wind-speed forecast MAE [m s-1] by case for varied A1 (left two columns). MAE
averaged over a 6-h period centred at the time of the wind ramp. In the remaining columns,
the left number is the raw MAE value for the given experiment and the right number denotes
the associated percentage change in wind-speed forecast MAE as compared to the control
forecast (first row).
Cases by date Average
Test A1 10/7/2010 4/9/2010 25/4/2011 3/6/2011 20/5/2012 MAE
cntl 1.18 1.03/0 2.36/0 1.1/0 1.55/0 2.38/0 1.68/0
50 % 0.59 1.11/8 1.04/-56 0.68/-39 1.10/-29 2.25/-5 1.24/-24
75 % 0.89 0.55/-46 0.90/-62 0.74/-33 1.31/-15 2.12/-11 1.12/-34
200 % 2.36 1.51/46 3.02/28 1.63/47 1.92/25 2.89/21 2.19/34
4.2 Varying B1267
Systematically varying B1 results in a disparity of wind ramp forecasts as well.268
For the same case as analyzed in Sec. 4.1, decreasing B1 to 75 % ofr 50 % of its269
original value causes an increase in the wind-ramp peak up to 3 m s-1 at 110270
m height as compared to the control (Fig. 4). The same trend persists across271
all five wind-ramp cases such that setting B1 to a fraction of its original value272
results in wind forecasts with lower MAE values (Table 4). When B1 is set273
to either half or 75 % of the control value, MAE is reduced on average across274
the five cases 24 % and 32 % respectively. Regarding potential-temperature275
forecasts, experiments with stronger forecast wind speeds (in Fig. 4 when B1276
is half or 75 % of its control value), there is less cooling of the boundary layer277
at 110 m after 1900 LT as compared to the control.278
The experiment for which B1 is doubled, no wind ramp is forecast, and279
the wind speed at 110 m decreases steadily over the 24-h forecast period (Fig.280
4). This result is consistent for all five cases for which doubling B1 produces281
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(a) (b)
Fig. 4: Same case as Fig. 3 but with forecast experiments based on varied B1 .
(a) (b)
Fig. 5: Same case as Figs. 3 and 4 but with forecast experiments based on varied C1 .
wind forecasts that are on average half the strength as the control forecast282
(not shown), and concurrently MAE values that are double that of the control283
case (Table 4).284
4.3 Varying C1285
Reducing C1 to 50 % and 75 % of its original value causes the forecasts to286
under-predict peak winds at 110 m for the same Hamburg case as analyzed in287
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the previous two sections (Fig. 5). In fact, MAE values for all five cases increase288
relative to the control forecast when C1 is reduced (Table 5). On average, the289
wind-speed forecast MAE is 81 % higher than the control forecast when C1 is290
reduced 50 %, and 63 % higher when C1 is set to 75 % its original value.291
Tests for which C1 is increased do not give conclusive results. Following292
convention as per the other closure parameters, C1 is increased by doubling293
its value. For these tests, however, the forecasts are often unstable and thus294
their results are not included in Fig. 5 or Table 5 .295
4.4 Varying remaining closure parameters296
An identical approach for evaluating forecast sensitivity to systematic changes297
in A1, B1, and C1 is used to evaluate forecast response to changes in the re-298
maining closure parameters: A2, B2, C2, C3, and C5. Forecast sensitivities for299
these five closure parameters, although not negligible, are also not as signif-300
icant as compared to A1, B1, and C1. Thus, the results of their respective301
experiments are not analyzed individually here, but rather included collec-302
tively in Fig. 6. In this figure percent changes in forecast MAE are related to303
changes in respective closure parameter values (50 %, 75 %, and 200 % of the304
control value). Negative values in the figure indicate a reduction in MAE and305
thus an improved forecast.306
There is significantly higher forecast sensitivity to changes in A1, B1, and307
C1 as compared to the other closure parameters. Generally, a reduction in the308
value of A1 or B1 to 50 % or 75 % of their original value causes a percentage309
reduction in MAE up to 50 %, while doubling these same closure parameters310
in some cases doubles forecast MAE. Reducing C1 to 50 % or 75 % its original311
value always results in degraded forecasts, at times also doubling forecastMAE.312
The effect on wind-speed forecasts due to variation in the remaining closure313
parameters is relatively less significant.314
In the next section, a more in-depth analysis of the WRF-model forecast315
response to variations in closure-parameter values is given. Consideration is316
given primarily to the effect of changing the three most dominant closure317
parameters, namely A1, B1, and C1.318
Table 4: Same as Table 3 but showing wind-speed forecast MAE [m s-1] based on variations
in B1.
Cases by date Average
Test B1 10/7/2010 4/9/2010 25/4/2011 3/6/2011 20/5/2012 MAE
cntl 24.0 1.03/0 2.36/0 1.1/0 1.55/0 2.38/0 1.68/0
50 % 12.0 1.46/42 0.69/-71 0.65/-42 1.08/-30 1.92/-19 1.16/-24
75 % 18.0 0.65/-37 1.31/-44 0.71/-36 1.26/-18 1.82/-23 1.15/-32
200 % 48.0 2.64/156 4.23/79 2.59/134 2.84/83 3.49/47 3.16/100
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Table 5: Same as Table 3 but for variations in C1. Results for the WRF-model forecasts
using a value of C1 that is 200 % of its control value were generally unstable and are not
included here.
Cases by date Average
Test C1 10/7/2010 4/9/2010 25/4/2011 3/6/2011 20/5/2012 MAE
cntl 0.14 1.03/0 2.36/0 1.10/0 1.55/0 2.38/0 1.68/0
50 % 0.07 2.68/160 3.37/43 2.85/158 2.69/74 3.67/54 3.05/81
75 % 0.10 2.99/190 3.03/28 2.22/101 2.29/48 3.24/36 2.75/63
Fig. 6: Percent change in forecast MAE relative to the control forecast per individual
changes in each of the eight listed closure parameters.
5 Analysis of select sensitivity experiments319
5.1 Impact of changes to A1320
To analyze the impact of the dominant closure parameters (A1, B1, and C1)321
on forecast evolution, it would be advantageous to isolate the impact of their322
associated terms in Eqs. 7 to 15. This, however, is very difficult given the323
nonlinear nature of the systems of equations.324
The parameter A1, in particular, is a multiplicative factor for nearly all325
terms on the r.h.s. of Eqs. 7 through 12, and it is difficult to isolate its influence.326
We present here a limited analysis based on the redistribution of the turbulent327
energy term, Edistr,uw, which is listed as a term in Eq. 4 that contributes to the328
overall evolution of turbulent moment flux. The term is given here specifically329
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Note that Edistr,uw is neither an energy source nor sink term, but determines331
the redistribution of energy among the vertical and horizontal directions.332
In Eq. 19, if A1 is reduced in value, the influence of the first term on333
the r.h.s. is increased, which in turn by Eq. 4 impacts locally the turbulence334
momentum flux field. Because the first term on the r.h.s. of 19 depends also335
on momentum flux (here uw), the process is highly nonlinear. Referencing Eq.336
2, which is rewritten here for both orthogonal components of the horizontal337























− fU + ν∇2V − ∂vw
∂z
, (21)
an increase in −∂(uw)/∂z or −∂(vw)/∂z in turn should result in a local in-340
crease in mean wind speed.341
The result of reducing A1 to half its control value on the evolution of342
uw is shown in Fig. 7b for one example case. (Here the vw field is relatively343
small and not considered). The gradient vector of the difference field prior344
to 2000 LT is oriented horizontally and suggests the difference is caused by345
a time lag between the forecasts. Of significance to our analysis, however, is346
the development of a vertical gradient of uw, which has direct influence on the347
evolution of mean wind speed, U , per Eq. 20. Indeed, below 100 m height, there348
develops after 2000 LT a negative vertical gradient of turbulent momentum349
flux −∂(uw)/∂z that is stronger in the experiment for which A1 is half its350
control value. This corresponds well with the placement of an increase in wind351
speed after 2000 LT in Fig. 7a. It should be noted that in Eq. 20 on the l.h.s.352
is a term dependent on the vertical gradient of a flux term for the mean flow,353
∂w/∂z. The gradient of this flux term for this case, however, is nearly one354
order smaller than that of uw and thus is less influential in forecast evolution355
(not shown).356
Looking now at differences in the thermodynamic profile, Fig. 8a shows357
warming between 40 and 120 m and some cooling at lower levels during the358
period after 2200 LT when A1 is reduced to half its control value. Such trend359
increases the stability in the boundary layer, which would also tend to decrease360
turbulent mixing. This is consistent with Fig. 8b that shows a reduction in q2361
(TKE ) in the same area.362
Causes for this warming trend can be linked to heat flux terms as repre-363







wθ + α∇2Θ. (22)
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(a) (b)
Fig. 7: Contours show for the case on 4 September 2010 the difference as compared to the
control forecast in the vertical profile of (a) wind speed [m s-1] and (b) the vertical gradient
of momentum flux ∂uw/∂z [m s-2] over the initial 12-h period when A1 is set to 50 % its
control value.
Fig. 8c gives the difference field for the first term on the r.h.s. of Eq. 22 when365
A1 is set to half its original value, which involves the vertical gradient of366
the flux of mean potential temperature, wΘ. After 2200 LT and between 40367
and 120 m height, ∂(wΘ)/∂z is negative, which according to Eq. 22, would368
favor atmospheric warming and is thus consistent with the trend in potential369
temperature in Fig. 8a.370
The second term on the r.h.s. of Eq. 22 involves the vertical gradient of371
turbulent heat flux, wθ. Fig. 8d shows that ∂(wθ)/∂z has relatively high pos-372
itive values in the same height and time as strong warming occurs (Fig. 8a).373
This trend is opposite what is dictated in Eq. 22 for warming to occur. Com-374
paring Figs. 8c and 8d, the vertical gradient of mean potential temperature375
flux is nearly one order magnitude larger than the vertical gradient of turbu-376
lence heat flux and thus dominates in its effect on the evolution of potential377
temperature.378
5.2 Impact of changes to C1379
Because C1 directly affects only a limited number of terms, it is more straight-380
forward to ascertain the influence of C1 on wind-speed forecasts. Referencing381
as an example Eq. 11, the value of C1, through the third term on the r.h.s.,382
directly determines the flux uw. From Eq. 20, however, what impacts mean383
wind speed is not just uw, but its vertical gradient. If we consider the change384
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Fig. 8: For the same case as Fig. 7 when A1 is reduced to half its control value, the
difference in forecast vertical profiles over time are shown for: (a) potential temperature, (b)
TKE [m2 s-2] (here TKE = 2q2), (c) vertical gradient of heat flux of the mean potential
temperature [K s-1], and (d) the vertical gradient of turbulence heat flux [K s-1].













where it is taken that the mean wind shear ∂U/∂z > 0, and does not vary sig-386
nificantly with height at 100 m (as expected for the region below the LLJ max-387
imum). Based on high-resolution numerical simulations of wind ramp cases,388
it is generally found that a maximum in TKE (also q2) occurs in the middle389
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(a) (b)
Fig. 9: For the same case as Fig. 8 showing the difference in vertical profile of (a) wind
speed and (b) the vertical gradient of momentum flux uw when C1 is set to half its original
value.
of the boundary layer and often below 100 m (not shown). As a result, it is390
assumed ∂q2/∂z < 0 at 100 m, and thus the r.h.s. of Eq. 23 is negative and the391
l.h.s. is also negative. From Eq. 20, when ∂(uw)/∂z < 0, wind speed increases.392
Thus when ∆C1 is reduced, the amount that wind speed would have increased393
is also reduced. This theoretical argument is consistent with the trend in Fig.394
9a such that the forecast wind speed at 110 m during and after the wind ramp395
(after 1900 LT) is significantly reduced when C1 is reduced to half its original396
value.397
Another perspective is to analyze the impact of changes to C1 on the398
turbulence-flux fields themselves. Fig. 9b shows the difference in the vertical399
gradient of uw over time for a forecast with C1 set to half its original value400
as compared to the control forecast. The result appears very noisy; however,401
in the time period after 2300 LT, there is evidence of the strengthening of402
a (positive) vertical gradient in the boundary layer between 40 m and 140 m403
height. Per Eq. 20, a larger positive field gradient, ∂(uw)/∂z, causes a decrease404
in mean wind speed, U , an effect that is verified in Fig. 9a where there is a405
decrease in wind speed of over 3 m s-1 after 2200 LT and between heights of406
100 m and 140 m. There is not a significant difference in the mean potential-407
temperature field among forecasts with varying C1 settings, and thus their408
results are not analyzed here.409
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(a) (b)
Fig. 10: For the same case as Figs. 8 and 9, shown are the differences in vertical profile
of (a) wind speed [m s-1] and (b) q2 [m2 s-2] over a 12-h period when B1 is set to half its
original value.
5.3 Impact of changes to B1410
The parameter B1 modulates the role of the dissipation term, Ediss, in Eq. 4.411





This term acts to dissipate TKE and is nonzero only in Eq. 4 as posed for413
variance variables u2, v2, and w2. When B1 is set to half its original MYNN414
value, TKE (q2 in Fig. 10b) values are reduced after 2100 LT. The largest415
change in q2 occurs at the same level as the largest increase in mean wind416
speed, near 100 m. This makes physical sense in that dissipation acts to reduce417
turbulent energy, which reduces the effect of mixing that would otherwise allow418
for the transport of low momentum air to levels of higher momentum and thus419
reduce the strength of the LLJ. With B1 set to half its original value, q
2 and420
thus mixing is reduced and a stronger LLJ is allowed to develop as compared421
to the control case.422
6 Summary423
For the set of wind-ramp cases considered, there was found a marked sensitivity424
in the WRF-model wind-speed forecasts to variations in closure-parameter425
values of the MYNN scheme, and in particular for changes to parameters A1,426
B1, and C1. Comparing WRF-model forecasts with wind-speed observations at427
110 m from a nearby tall tower, forecast MAE values were reduced between 11-428
64 % when A1 was set to 75 % of its original value and reduced 21-47 % when429
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B1 was set to 75 % of its original value. Changes to other closure parameters430
did not result in such significant forecast improvement. Doubling the values431
of A1 or B1 uniformly degraded forecast accuracy at least 24 %, while any432
change at all to C1 always produced worse forecasts.433
These results underscore the problem of assuming the same closure pa-434
rameters for the MYNN scheme regardless of environmental conditions. For435
wind-ramp cases in the SBL, there is evidence that modifying the closure pa-436
rameters, even if only at the start of the forecast and keeping them constant437
thereafter, will create an improvement in WRF-model wind-speed forecasts.438
Subsequent work is called for in order to identify an optimal set of closure439
parameters for wind-ramp events.440
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